For Immediate Release

Bruce E. Little of SCLogic to speak at NPF March 20-23, 2016 in Nashville, TN
ANNAPOLIS, MD March 18, 2016 — SCLogic, a leading provider of campus logistics software, announced
today that mailing industry expert Bruce E. Little, Vice President of SCLogic, will host the following seminars at
NPF 2016:
Period 4: Cloud Computing in the Mail Center
In today’s highly competitive and digital environment, organizations are exploring possible ways to improve
accountability and increase efficiency by adapting a cloud environment. Is the cloud secure? Is it reliable?
Will IT ever approve a venture like that? Learn the answers to these questions and why leading organizations
are using and trusting cloud computing in their Mail Center.
Sunday, March 20, 2016, 1:30-2:30PM
Period 8: Leveraging Technology for the 21st Century Mail Center
10 years ago most mailrooms were still tracking packages by hand. As the demands of mail centers
developed, so have the package tracking systems that help support them. Attend this workshop to learn
how Vanderbilt University went from tracking packages by hand to implementing a large scale package
tracking and locker system complete with address forwarding and virtual mailboxes.
Monday, March 21, 2016 1:30-2:30 PM
About Bruce E. Little
As Vice President of Emerging Markets, Bruce is responsible for developing international business as well as
managing channel partners. He has over 20 years of experience in the mail and package tracking industry,
including owning his own business, MBL Data Systems. Bruce joined the SCLogic team in 1999 as the Vice
President of Channels and has also held the titles of Vice President of Sales and General Manager before
becoming the Vice President of Emerging Markets. Bruce has presented at many industry conferences such
as MAILCOM, NPF and NACUMS.
About SCLogic
Founded in 1996 SCLogic is a leading provider of innovative campus logistics software systems that leverage
the latest barcode scanning, printing, mobile computing and wireless technologies. The company has
thousands of enterprise, government and university users around the world. SCLogic is headquartered in
Annapolis, MD, with offices in New Jersey, Texas, Florida, Virginia, and California. For more information about
SCLogic, please visit http://www.SCLogic.com.
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